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Outsunny 3.2m Pop Up Gazebo Hexagonal Canopy Tent Outdoor Sun Protection with Mesh
Sidewalls Handy Bag Light Grey

  View Product 

 Code : 84C-227LG

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£374.99

£249.99 / exc vat
£299.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

PORTABLE & POP UP GAZEBO: Our folding outdoor
canopy offers ample space a quick setup and a
convenient way to carry it away. It's a fast and easy option
for almost instant shade and comfort. The carrying bag fits
your car's trunk letting you bring it camping to cookouts or
backyard barbeques.
CUSTOM HEIGHT CANOPY: Easily customize the height
of your pop up garden marquee to fit the occasion. Our
pop-up gazebo has height-adjustable legs that lock in
place at the push of a button. Raise or lower your pop-up
canopy between three height settings.
GOOD VENTILATION: With 6 removable mesh sidewalls
ensure garden gazebo's good ventilation and protect from
mosquitos. The hexagonal top steel frame gazebo is built
from breathable polyester fabric with PU coating to
provide UV-protection
STURDY & STABLE: Made with a steel frame for event
shelter with sides' reliability. There are 6 sandbags of the
sidewalls you can put sand in for this large pop up
gazebo's extra stability. 6 Included wind ropes and ground
nails to further reinforce the tent
DIMENSION: Marquee Tent Overall Dimension: 3.8L x
3.2W x 2.6Hm Folding Dimension: 117L x 25W x 27Hcm
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